Follow Recommendation Of Faculty Council; Final Exemption For Senior Passes

"Spree O' Books"

Library Gets $200,000 For Year; For Books, Microfilm, Documents

The buying program for the SIU library is in its 11th year, and the large range should make it one of the largest and most complete Illinois.

At the present time there are over 90,000 volumes classified and the number of books being added is one of the largest in the state.

There are also over 2,000 books in the reserve section of the library and the number of books being added is one of the largest in the state.

The Reserve section, which is located in the back of the library, is open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and the number of books being added is one of the largest in the state.
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The Editors’ Opinions

Senior Exempt from Final Exams

Senior exemption from final examinations during their senior year has been a question of debate among students, faculty, and administration for some time. Many students believe that senior exemption from final exams is unnecessary, while others argue that it allows students to focus on their graduation projects and other important tasks.

The administration believes that granting senior exemption from final exams would undermine the academic rigor and preparation necessary for graduation. However, students who argue for exemption may point to the reduced workload and increased focus on research and personal projects.

Senior exemption from final exams is a complex issue that involves balancing academic rigor with student well-being. Ultimately, the decision on whether to grant senior exemption from final exams will depend on careful consideration of the benefits and drawbacks of such a policy.

Night Classes

Night classes are being offered to accommodate students who work during the day. Some students appreciate the flexibility, while others find the late hours to be a challenge.

The university is considering expanding the number of night classes to meet the needs of its working student population.

USNSA And Southern

The USNSA and Southern have announced a new partnership to provide resources and support for students. This partnership aims to enhance the educational experience for students and improve access to resources.

Thompson Woods Path Needs Repairs

The Thompson Woods path, a popular route for students and faculty, is in need of repairs. The university is considering options for maintenance and improvements to ensure the safety and accessibility of the path.

Editor James S. Pope:

"America’s Worst Enemy Is Ignorance, Not Russians; Secrecy In Government To Blame"

By Gary S. Clark

"America’s worst enemy is ignorance, not Russians," said Pope. "Secrecy in government should be regarded as a threat.

The United States has a long history of secrecy in government, from the Philadelphia Convention to the present day. The government has been accused of covering up information that is important for the public to know.

The government should be transparent and accountable. Only then can we trust the government to act in the public good.
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They Call Him "Rainintheface"  

Peithmann's 'Great Friend' Of Seminoles  

The American Indian, victim of everything up to holding singles in favor of the neighborhood cigaret store, is harder after all, and a person couldn't find a better man than Peithmann to tell him this fact than Peithmann.  

Peithmann has been visiting the Seminole Indians for many years now, and it is a pleasure to see how much interest he takes in their welfare. He has been doing this for many years now, and it is a pleasure to see how much interest he takes in their welfare.  

Peithmann's research and study of the Seminoles have been very thorough, and his work has been published in several books, including "The Seminole of the Everglades" and "The Seminole of the Everglades - North and South."  

Peithmann's work has been recognized by many other scholars, and he has been awarded several grants and fellowships for his research.  

There are many reasons why Peithmann's work is important. Firstly, the Seminole Indians are one of the most endangered Native American tribes in the United States. Due to the loss of their traditional land and culture, many of the tribe's members are at risk of losing their way of life.  

Peithmann's research helps to shed light on the history of the Seminole Indians and their cultural practices. This information is crucial for preserving the tribe's way of life.  

Secondly, Peithmann's work has helped to raise awareness about the importance of preserving Native American cultures. By studying the Seminole Indians, Peithmann has shown that their way of life is not only unique and fascinating, but also important for the future of the country.  

Finally, Peithmann's work has helped to promote a better understanding of Native American cultures. By studying the Seminole Indians, Peithmann has shown that Native American cultures are not only different from, but also similar to, the cultures of other communities. This understanding is crucial for building a more inclusive society.  
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JABBA

BAR - B-Q
Phone 3541-X
FOR FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $1.00
OPEN WEEKDAYS
11:00 A.M. TO 11:00 P.M.
SATURDAY
5:00 P.M. TO 11:00 P.M.
600 West Marine

MEADE

Meadow Gold Grade "A" MILK
35c 1/2-gal. or $1 for 1/2-gal.

GRAY'S MARKET
OPEN 7 Days a Week Until 11:00 P.M.
518 East Main
Phone 1410

You'll Find a DRESS From Our Selection That's Just Right for the 1958 Military Ball

By Ran Johnson, Sport Editor

In previous years, the men's formal wear for the military ball has consisted of a tuxedo or a formal suit. However, this year, the men have a wider selection of options, ranging from casual to formal attire. The trend towards more casual wear reflects the growing emphasis on comfort and flexibility in military dress codes. The variety of options available ensures that each individual can choose an outfit that suits their personal style and the occasion. Whether attending the ball in uniform or casually, the men can look their best while adhering to the dress code requirements. The emphasis on comfort and flexibility in military dress codes continues to evolve, reflecting changes in cultural norms and personal preferences. The selection of dresses for the 1958 Military Ball offers a range of options that cater to these evolving trends, allowing each individual to express their individuality while adhering to the formal wear requirements.
German Gymnastics Meet Tonight

Almost Did It

Cagers Drop 'Squeaker' To Fort Wood Squad

Southern's basketball squad, trying valiantly to upset one of the top basketball teams of college basketball, fell short this weekend when they lost to Fort Leonard Wood in a game that was tight to the end.

Southern's biggest lead was 12 in the 18th minute of the game, but Fort Leonard Wood came back to tie the game at 16 in the 23rd minute. Fort Leonard Wood's forward, who is our leading scorer, and Man in the 23rd minute, scored the game-winning basket in the final minute of the game.

Byron 2nd In IIAC Scoring

Larry Wille, Western Illinois guard, is the leading scorer in men's basketball for the 1971-1972 season. By scoring 20 points, he took second place in the IIAC statistical report compiled.

The Hatchet's basketball team was ranked third in the IIAC after they played their first three games. Wille's performance in the game against Fort Leonard Wood solidified his status as a top scorer in the conference.

Whatnick also Won

"Dagos' Still On Top In Intramural Play

By John Finch

In Tuesday night's Intramural Basketball action, the Depressed Westerners beat the Fort Wood 25-23, with the Hatchet's John Finch leading the team with 15 points. Finch's performance was crucial in securing the win for the Hatchet's.

Baseball Better Check

All who plan to try out for the varsity baseball team should go to the medical examination this week. The examination is scheduled to be held between January 20 and Feb 1.

Swimmers Dunk Univ. of Chicago; Lose To Beloit For First Loss

Swimmers defeated the University of Chicago 49-37, but fell short to Beloit College 72-66 in the first meet this season when they lost to Beloit College Saturday by a 72-66 margin.

Beloit, who has won the first meet this season, will face Northwestern University on Friday, January 28. The University of Chicago, who has won the first meet this season, will face Northwestern University on Thursday, January 27.

Tickets Office Announces Policy For Home Games

Students with activity cards or I.U. passes, or a faculty member of the university, will be admitted to home football games with an activity card at $0.75 per game, plus a $2.00 entrance fee for each person accompanying the student or faculty member.

The hatchet's first meet of the season was against Beloit College. The Hatchet's won the meet by a 72-66 margin.

Ticket Office Announces Policy For Home Games

Students with activity cards or I.U. passes, or a faculty member of the university, will be admitted to home football games with an activity card at $0.75 per game, plus a $2.00 entrance fee for each person accompanying the student or faculty member.

Taylor Announces Big Convention

Dr. Loren T. Taylor, the Director of the United States Olympic Committee, announced today that the Olympic Games will be held in Chicago this summer. The Hatchet's basketball team will play against Northwestern University in the first meet of the season.

Photo Service Gets Underwater Shot Equipment

The photographic service of the IIAC has been awarded a contract for underwater photography equipment, according to Dr. Loren T. Taylor, Director of the United States Olympic Committee. The Hatchet's basketball team will play against Northwestern University in the first meet of the season.
Dr. James L. F. Miller is planning to order the necessary textbooks for his new courses. His publications are worthy of note, as is his recent election to the American Academy of Science. The Sigma Tau members have been planning the spring meeting for many weeks. Willard Smith will be the featured speaker at the Sigma Tau dinner Sunday at the Hotel. Smith's presence will be a highlight of the week, and the event will be well attended. Willard Smith will be the featured speaker at the Sigma Tau dinner Sunday at the Hotel. Smith's presence will be a highlight of the week, and the event will be well attended.

Southern Style

By Barbara Dormer

"How can you describe something like that?" Marie Halifield, reviewing Birmingham, exclaimed when asked about the beauty of a girl who was gifted to the town by the Society. There was excitement and thrill in every Marie's voice as she described the dress. Words just don't do justice to the occasion, according to the Queen. Marie, a sobber, white, girl with slender dark hair, is a picture of loveliness in the long, evening dress of pure silk taffeta. The close-fitting bodice opens the waist where it begins to flounce out and ends in a wide, full skirt, which is fashioned in even, full, flared chiffon.

For you who prefer a more full-skirted look, Strangia has a selection of dresses that you will find pleasing. Nop a great deal, now is the time to buy one as it will carry you through the month. There are several styles to choose from, and each is made with the utmost care and attention to detail. The dresses are made with the finest materials available, and each is sure to make a statement. For those who prefer a more tailored look, Strangia has a selection of suits that are sure to turn heads. Each suit is made with the utmost attention to detail, and each is sure to make a statement. For those who prefer a more casual look, Strangia has a selection of dresses and suits that are sure to turn heads. Each dress and suit is made with the utmost attention to detail, and each is sure to make a statement.